Word Naming in the L1 and L2: A Dynamic Perspective on Automatization and the Degree of Semantic Involvement in Naming
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Reaction time data have long been collected in order to gain insight into the underlying mechanisms involved in language processing. Means analyses often attempt to break down what factors relate to what portion of the total reaction time. From a dynamic systems theory perspective or an interaction dominant view of language processing, it is impossible to isolate discrete factors contributing to language processing, since these continually and interactively play a role. Non-linear analyses offer the tools to investigate the underlying process of language use in time, without having to isolate discrete factors. Patterns of variability in reaction time data may disclose the relative contribution of automatic (grapheme-to-phoneme conversion) processing and attention-demanding (semantic) processing. The presence of a fractal structure in the variability of a reaction time series indicates automaticity in the mental structures contributing to a task. A decorrelated pattern of variability will indicate a higher degree of attention-demanding processing. A focus on variability patterns allows us to examine the relative contribution of automatic and attention-demanding processing when a speaker is using the mother tongue (L1) or a second language (L2). A word naming task conducted in the L1 (Dutch) and L2 (English) shows L1 word processing to rely more on automatic spelling-to-sound conversion than L2 word processing. A word naming task with a semantic categorization subtask showed more reliance on attention-demanding semantic processing when using the L2. A comparison to L1 English data shows this was not only due to the amount of language use or language dominance, but also to the difference in orthographic depth between Dutch and English. An important implication of this finding is that when the same task is used to test and compare different languages, one cannot straightforwardly assume the same cognitive sub processes are involved to an equal degree using the same task in different languages.
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INTRODUCTION

Reaction time experiments such as the word naming task are widely used to explore differences between L1 and L2 language processing. However, there continues to be debate about how to interpret naming latencies. It appears to be a major challenge to relate any of the many factors that are involved in the naming of a word (word frequency, word length, number of syllables, size of...
the neighborhood, the transparency of matching graphemes to phonemes, the pronunciation, and the degree to which word meaning plays a role) to a particular portion of the total naming time (de Groot et al., 2002). Even though the same factors can be assumed to be involved in naming a word on different occasions, the naming latency is subject to substantial variability, even when repeating the same word in succession (Kello et al., 2008) or when recording the naming latency of the same words on many different occasions (de Bot and Lowie, 2010). Since the components involved in the naming process flexibly, interactively and continuously contribute to a naming latency, the resulting naming latency is never an absolute constant.

Therefore, keeping in mind that the contribution of all the different factors involved in naming will be variable across tasks, languages, and participants, the current study aims at clarifying the degree to which automatic and controlled processing play a role in naming from an interaction-dominant perspective. Rather than trying to isolate the factors of interest in L1 and L2 naming, automatic grapheme-to-phoneme conversion and semantic involvement, the current study will use different tasks in which the relative contribution of these processes is assumed to be different. Analyzing the variability of naming latencies (RTs) during the task rather than the overall time it takes to name the words presents the opportunity to look at the relative contribution of automatic (grapheme-to-phoneme conversion) processes and more conscious, attention-demanding processes (semantic involvement) in L1 (Dutch) and L2 (English) word naming. With the possible exception of the most advanced speakers of an L2, word naming results consistently show language performance to be slower in an L2; however, longer naming latencies in the L2 do not necessarily indicate L2 naming to be qualitatively different from L1 naming (Segalowitz et al., 1999). Focusing on the variability of reaction times across a word naming task rather than an overall mean outcome can provide insight into the naming process as it is unfolding, and thus, into the nature of language processing.

A possible explanation why L2 language performance is usually slower in reaction time experiments could be simply the degree of use and practice. The underlying processing may be qualitatively similar in L1 and L2 language use in advanced L2 speakers, but due to less practice in using the language these processes could be less automatized and thus slower. However, another explanation could be that L1 and L2 language processing are qualitatively different, even for advanced L2 speakers. Using a language successfully requires the interaction of several components, such as mapping graphemes to phonemes, articulating sounds, and semantics. The relative contribution of these different components could be different between languages depending on proficiency and frequency of use. Looking at the speed of processing alone is not enough to distinguish between these accounts.

The central aim of the current study is to disclose the underlying processing involved in naming words in the L1 and L2, and to see if these processes are qualitatively different. A secondary question is if any differences that are found in the underlying processing, are attributable to the languages being a speaker’s L1 or L2, or are to do with differences between the languages. In order to answer these questions, the focus will be on the degree of automatization in naming words in an L1 and L2 as is shown from patterns of variability, and on assessing the relative contribution of semantic involvement in the naming process.

Since automatization and semantic involvement are part of language processing and take place over time, this study will use non-linear analyses to shed light on the underlying processes involved in naming. Originating in biology and ecology, but now also used extensively in other fields of cognitive science, spectral analysis is used to look at variability in response time data that has traditionally been regarded as irrelevant ‘noise’ but has been found to reveal the degree of automatization of mental processes (Van Orden et al., 2003; Kello et al., 2008; Wijnants et al., 2009; Lowie et al., 2014). Looking at patterns of variability in a word naming task in L1 and L2 allows us to look beyond the speed of processing at the difference in optimal coordination using the mother tongue or a second language.

The word naming task is a quick and undemanding task suitable for gathering language production data of multilingual speakers, without the drawback of confounding lexical processing with discrimination, as could be the case for the lexical decision task (Balota and Chumbley, 1984). For the purposes of the present article word naming also has the advantage of being continuous and can be applied without inter-experimental conditions, which allows for analyzing the set without interruptions and looking at processing over time. However, there is some debate concerning what processing the naming task actually taps into. Word naming is driven by orthography alone, in contrast to for instance picture naming, which is necessarily conceptually driven. In word naming, fast pronunciation is usually the only instruction; in this sense, semantic involvement could be seen as redundant with regards to the task goal. It is clear that semantic involvement is not a necessary requirement for pronunciation; one can pronounce a non-word or a word in a language unknown to the reader. Many dual route theorists indeed assume skilled readers to not use the semantic pathway when naming single words (Shibahara et al., 2003); however, semantic involvement has been found to play a role in naming low frequency, irregular words (de Groot et al., 2002; Shibahara et al., 2003). It thus remains unclear if, and to what degree, meaning plays a role in the pronunciation of single words. The amount of semantic involvement has also been found to vary between languages due to orthographic depth; that is, the transparency of a language’s correspondence between phonology and orthography. The more complex a language’s spelling-to-sound conversions, the greater the orthographic depth (Katz and Feldman, 1983; Shibahara et al., 2003). There is some indication that for the multilingual speaker, reliance on semantics in reading varies for different languages with different orthographic depth, since more complex and inconsistent spelling-to-sound conversion rules may require semantic information in order to select a correct pronunciation (de Groot et al., 2002).

A word naming task is a suitable method for obtaining long, continuous data series in either the L1 or L2, and thus provides the opportunity to look at language processing over time. The different components (production and understanding) that contribute to natural language use are present, but a word
naming task draws heavily on the production part of language use. In regular word naming, an automatic orthography-to-
pronunciation link could be used in which semantics plays a
minor role (de Groot, 2011, pp. 157–158). Due to a lot of
practice, word pronunciation may be more automatized in a first
than a second language. In order to test whether the underlying
lexical processing is also more automatized in L1 naming than
in L2 naming, a semantic categorization version of the naming
task was devised, to ensure semantic processing during naming.
The different versions of the naming task were tested on two
different groups of participants; each participant was tested in the
L1 and L2.

The resulting reaction time series of the word naming
experiments were analyzed using spectral analysis, so as to gauge
what happens over time when using the L1 or L2, rather than
look at the product or result of the task. Spectral analysis can be
used to look at the variability in the data, and gives an estimate
of how random or structured the variability is. A structured
pattern of variability is linked to more automaticity and a more
optimal coordination of underlying processes. Of interest was
the degree of automaticity in L1 and L2 language processing,
and the difference between the standard word naming and the
semantic categorization naming to assess the degree of semantic
involvement in L1 and L2 language processing.

LEXICAL PROCESSING IN BILINGUALS

A consistent finding when comparing L1 to L2 naming is a
speed difference; naming in the L2 has repeatedly been shown
to be slower than naming in the L1 (e.g., experiment 3, Kroll
and Stewart, 1994; La Heij et al., 1996; Van Wijnendaele and
Brysbaert, 2002), even for fluent, (nearly) balanced bilinguals
(Potter et al., 1984). These speed differences in L1 and L2
naming have been linked to automatic spelling–sound conversion
and semantic involvement in naming, as in the 2002 study by
Wijnendaele and Brysbaert. They found longer naming latencies
for the L2 to be modulated by frequency; the difference in RTs was
larger for low frequency words than for high frequency words,
and more pronounced in L2 than in L1. The frequency effect is
considered a marker of lexical involvement in the naming
process, which leads the authors to conclude that the absence of
a strong frequency effect in L1 naming suggests that L1 naming
is largely mediated by automatized, non-lexical spelling–sound
conversions, whereas the clear frequency effect found for naming
in the L2 is taken to indicate that correct word naming in the
L2 requires more lexical (whole word) mediation than word
naming in L1, on account of there being a less powerful non-
lexical route available for the L2 (Van Wijnendaele and Brysbaert,
2002). ERP studies, which are very sensitive to the time course
of processing, seem to suggest that speed differences do not
arise from differences in semantic processing. Several studies
using event-related potentials (ERPs) have been conducted to
look at differences in L1 and L2 processing. Even though
these studies have found significant differences in syntactic L1
and L2 processing, semantic anomaly detection in sentence
processing in high proficient L2 learners yielded very similar
ERPs (Hahne, 2001; Hahne and Friederici, 2001) or a small delay
of around 40 ms in L2 processing compared to L1 processing
(Ardal et al., 1990).

de Groot et al. (2002) try to disentangle recognition and
production as the locus of the effect of 18 variables. They
compare lexical decision, standard word naming and delayed
word naming to look at the “functional overlap” (Grainger and
Jacobs, 1996) between the tasks and to see if a selection of 18
variables including word length, neighborhood, meaning, onset,
frequency, etc. affected the processing of Dutch and English
words in Dutch–English bilinguals differently. One of the most
salient effects found by de Groot et al. (2002) is that standard
naming and lexical decision responded very differently to the
word manipulations, while the two tasks produced similar results
in the L2 English. One of the language effects found by de Groot
et al. (2002) most relevant to this study, is a semantic effect found
for English naming but not for Dutch naming.

However, there is always a possibility that differences found
between L1 and L2 language processing are confounded with
differences that are actually attributable to differences between
the languages themselves. Different languages may call for
different processing strategies. An relevant example in the
current context is the orthographic depth hypothesis (Katz
and Feldman, 1983). The orthographic depth hypothesis concerns the
differences between languages in the degree of complexity of their
spelling–sound conversions. In the Katz and Feldman (1983)
study, Serbo-Croatian and English naming are compared. They
use Serbo-Croatian as an example of a language with shallow
orthography; that is, very simple and direct spelling-to-sound
correspondence. English, in contrast, has a deep orthography,
with a complex, abstract correspondence between orthography
and phonology. This leads the authors to hypothesize that
readers of a shallower orthography may depend less on semantic
mediation, and instead rely on fast, simplified spelling-to-sound
correspondences. The absence of a semantic priming effect in
Serbo-Croatian naming but not in English naming leads the
authors to conclude that this is indeed the case. This effect
was also found by Cuetos and Barbón (2006), who found
semantic variables to affect Spanish word naming times less than
orthographically deeper languages. For the present study, the
orthographic depth hypothesis may also be relevant in explaining
differences in Dutch and English naming: Dutch, like Serbo-
Croatian and Spanish, has a shallow orthography with a more
direct spelling-to-sound correspondence than English (van den
Bosch et al., 1994). It is thus conceivable that in the naming of
Dutch words, there also may be more of a reliance on fast
and automatic spelling-to-sound conversion and less on semantic
involvement.

Some research indicates at least reduced semantic involvement
in word naming as compared to picture naming, lexical decision
or translation (Lupker, 1984; Potter et al., 1984; Kroll and
Stewart, 1994; de Groot et al., 2002). For instance, the poor
recall of words in word naming as compared to picture naming
has been interpreted as signaling reduced conceptual mediation
and reduced depth of processing (Smith and Magee, 1980;
Potter et al., 1984). de Groot et al. (2002) show that frequency
effects are smaller in word naming than in lexical decision
tasks, which is taken to be a sign of reduced involvement of semantic representations (de Groot et al., 2002). de Groot (2011, pp. 157–158) points out that for languages with an alphabetic script and regular grapheme–phoneme relations, the responses can be simple script-to-sound conversions, without any semantic processing. This would account for the difference found for the time it takes to name written words and pictures. It has been known for over a century that written words are named 200–300 ms faster than pictures (Cattell, 1886; Potter et al., 1984; Ries et al., 2015). The explanation for this difference in naming latencies is that a participant can start pronouncing a written word without the necessity of understanding it or retrieving the underlying concept. In this view, the process of naming consists of a series of stages that one has to go through to ultimately deliver the spoken word. In the case of naming a picture, the assumption is that the picture’s underlying concept first has to be found. This will make the identification of the correct word associated with this concept possible, and only then pronunciation can start. For written word naming, with fast pronunciation being the only goal, retrieving the underlying concept would be an essentially redundant stage that would only slow down performance, and pronunciation can start right away. An investigation into the time course of semantic and phonological encoding in a picture naming and a listening task using ERPs confirms the different order of semantic and phonological processing in different tasks and circumstances. A go/no go decision task based on phonological (first letter) or conceptual features (animal or object) showed that in picture naming, semantic processing preceded phonological processing by 170 ms. In listening, the effect was reversed, albeit smaller; phonological processing preceded semantic processing by 85 ms (Rodriguez-Fornells, 2002).

Dual route models of word recognition visualize the stages from print to spoken word [dual-route cascaded (DRC) model (Coltheart et al., 2001) or the connectionist dual process (CDP+) model of reading aloud (Perry et al., 2007)]. Figure 1 shows the DRC model (Coltheart et al., 2001), which is used here to visualize the processes that are potentially involved when naming a written word. This model depicts visual word recognition to be the product of the combined activity of an orthographic lexicon (the lexical route) and a rule-based grapheme–phoneme conversion (GPC) system (the non-lexical route). Word recognition in dual route models is based on visual encoding of orthographic information. The GPC system is necessary to account for the pronunciation of non-words or unknown words. Reading of (known) words makes use of both the lexical and non-lexical route; the difference being that through the lexical route, the pronunciation of the word is retrieved whole. After a lexical entry has been located in the orthographic lexicon, the matching phonology is accessed in the phonological lexicon. This information is then forwarded to the phoneme system, where the pronunciations of both routes comes together and the correct pronunciation can be chosen. Only use of the lexical route will result in the correct pronunciation of words with irregular grapheme-to-phoneme correspondence. Through the lexicon, the semantic system can be accessed. However, there are direct links between the lexicon and the phoneme system, which means that involvement of the semantic system is an optional ‘detour.’ Due to their modularity, dual route models (and most schematic models of language processing) feed into a dichotomous perspective on language processing; there either is semantic involvement, or there is not.

A possible alternative to dual models of word recognition is offered by parallel distributed processing (PDP) models, such as the PDP triangle model by Harm and Seidenberg (2004). The triangle model is a computational, connectionist model that aims to be biologically plausible, with a built-in ability to learn and self-organize. The 2004 model was focused on the access of word semantics directly through orthography, or indirectly, via phonology. This last way was envisaged as taking more time. Also in dual models of word recognition, when processing takes place through the lexical route, phonological information comes in relatively late, after the lexical item has been selected. Strong phonological models of visual word recognition
make no distinction between a lexical and a non-lexical route; these models envisage phonology and semantics playing a major role in visual word recognition from the onset (Frost, 1998; Carreiras et al., 2014). In Frost's computational model of word naming, phonology is always prelexically assembled and, if the task requires detailed phonology, lexically supported (lexical representations are needed, for instance, for the fully articulated, correct pronunciation of words with ambiguous spellings) (Frost, 1998). The model thus proposed by Frost is not dichotomous, but continuous, with both prelexical assembly and lexical/semantic involvement always playing a role in naming. This is in line with a study using a backward masking paradigm by Berent and Perfetti (1995), who find that the phonological representation of English CVC words is computed in two processing cycles with different time courses. In the first cycle, which is a fast and automatic prelexical process, consonants are computed. This generates a phonological skeleton of consonantal information. The second cycle is slower and involves attention-demanding processing; lexical information is used to fill in the vowels, which are the main source of lexical ambiguity (Berent and Perfetti, 1995). As Frost points out, if both lexical and prelexical computations affect the naming task, the focus of investigation should not be on whether there is lexical involvement on naming, but rather on the relative use of these processes in naming.

In models such as the ones discussed above, semantic representations are one of many components of stored lexical information. Lexical access in this view entails finding a simplified orthographic/phonological representation, whereas access to meaning is a later stage in word processing that can occur only after the lexical representation has been retrieved. The dissociation between lexical and semantic representations has long been taken as a necessary distinction to account for fast word processing. However, in the past decade this idea has been challenged. Elman points to the problem of where to draw the boundary between the lexicon and other types of linguistic knowledge. He found that many contextual factors (agent, tense, patient, location, filler of the instrument role, information given in the broader discourse context) influence expectations regarding the argument a verb will take. It would not do to list separate entries for every individual occurrence of a word, but any decision on what to include in the lexicon would also be rather arbitrary. He suggests “words do not have meaning, they are cues to meaning” (Elman, 2004, 2009, 2011). Spivey (2007) also contests the idea of discrete, static representations, and stresses the fluid nature of cognitive processing, claiming that mental (whether lexical, semantic, or otherwise) representations should be thought of as processes: “sparingly distributed patterns of neural activation that change non-linearly over the course of several hundred milliseconds, and then blend right into the next one” (Spivey, 2007). Applying these findings to the current study, it would follow that it is not necessarily a fruitful path to follow to think of a sequence of events as pre-lexical (e.g., phonological assembly) or post-lexical (e.g., semantic access), or to think of semantics and meaning as being mediated by lexical entries in a mental lexicon, nor would it be interesting to see whether or not semantics plays a role in word naming. Assuming the activation of meaning to be a gradual process that plays a role in word recognition, but perhaps to a different degree depending on for instance language dominance, the focus of interest would then be the relative contribution of meaning activation in naming.

Models such as the dual route models of word recognition do not specify if and how the word recognition process would be modulated for multilingual language use. A lot of research has focused on differences between L1 and L2 language processing, such as the influence of the L1 on L2 processing, but as Lemhöfer et al. (2008) point out, these studies have been conducted with carefully selected and few test items, with the aim of uncovering differences. Whether or not these differences would still exert an influence in natural language processing is uncertain; after all, in less controlled conditions it may be balanced out by many other factors playing a role in processing. Lemhöfer et al. (2008) conducted a study of bilinguals with different L1’s (French, German, and Dutch) to look into the L1 specific influence on L2 processing. They used a multiple regression model that allowed them to look at the influence of many variables, including word frequency and length, concreteness and meaningfulness and many others. Apart from cognates, L1 specific influence on L2 processing was absent, and they conclude that L2 processing is “language driven,” meaning that within-language factors seem to determine the adopted processing strategies. However, even though bilinguals with different L1 backgrounds process the L2 in the same way, they did find differences in the language processing of native speakers and L2 speakers, especially on word variables related to frequency and ways of occurrence. These variables exert a much greater influence on L2 processing than on L1 processing, and the authors conclude that L2 processing is thus “fundamentally different” from L1 word processing (Lemhöfer et al., 2008, p. 27).

That L1 and L2 language processing are different, has been made visible by a range of neuroimaging studies. A marked difference is the level of attention or control needed for bilingual language processing. In an fMRI study looking at age of acquisition and proficiency effects in L1 and L2 processing, Wartenburger et al. (2003) found more extensive cerebral activation during semantic judgment tasks for L2 processing than L1 processing. In a set of studies using EEG and fMRI, Rodriguez-Fornells et al. (2002) compare monolingual and bilingual language processing and found more left prefrontal activation in the bilinguals, associated with increased control and language inhibition. Important factors that modulate differences in bilingual versus monolingual language production are relative proficiency in each language, as well as the level of competition between both languages (Abutalebi and Green, 2007; Kroll et al., 2008; Green and Abutalebi, 2013). Meschyan and Hernandez (2006) show in an fMRI study differential processing in languages that differ in orthographic depth; Spanish is a very transparent language, and English has a deeper orthography. They found that different brain regions were involved when English–Spanish bilinguals were reading Spanish words than when reading English words. The study shows the bilingual adapting to the most optimal lexical access strategies of the target language; a skill that is likely to develop with increasing proficiency (Meschyan and Hernandez, 2006). In an overview study looking at results
of a large number of fMRI and PET studies that investigate bilingual language production, Abutalebi and Green (2007) argue that an increase in proficiency is accompanied by a shift from controlled to more automatic processing, and by a reduction in prefrontal activity. Increasing proficiency will lead to a dynamic adaptation of the language system and the control networks. However, the authors point out that it is likely that the bilingual will not process the L2 identical to the way a monolingual speaker of that language would. In the same vein, they hypothesize that the bilingual’s processing of the L1 is unlikely to be identical to a monolingual’s processing of the L1.

Interaction Dominance and Self-Organized Criticality in Language Processing

An essential question to pose before embarking on research into language processing and the role of semantics in processing, is the question what kind of underlying system it is we are confronting. In cognitive science, including language research, the computer metaphor of the mind has been hugely influential. The human mind being considered as too complex to study as a whole, it was decomposed into different parts that could be studied separately, giving rise to a modular view of the mind (Fodor, 1983). Another way of describing this view is the component dominant view. In this view, any changes in the system can be traced back to isolated, independent information-processing modules, as in the dual-route models mentioned above. This view has inspired a lot of empirical studies and has generated many (modular) models, and produced many insights. However, when it comes to objects of study that are very complex, consisting of many interacting variables, as is the case in biological and psychological systems, a modular and linear model can also lead to oversimplification. When many variables continuously interact, trying to isolate them in a study can produce mixed results and studies that are hard to replicate. In the language system, as well as the cognitive system as a whole, isolating components that contribute to change or development proves to be very difficult. Human behavior is often the result of many interacting factors and is very hard to explain by one or several separate factors.

An alternative to the component-dominant approach of cognition is offered by interaction-dominant dynamics. In interaction-dominant dynamics, the behavior of the system emerges from the non-linear interaction between many interdependent components that are nested within each other (Gilden, 2001; Van Orden et al., 2003; Spivey and Dale, 2004; Kello et al., 2008). This non-linear interaction and nested entanglement makes it impossible to look at the contribution of one particular, isolated component to a task or process. Spivey and Dale (2004), for instance, show how visual and verbal behavior have often incorrectly been treated as functioning separately, rather than interacting continuously. Components in the system do not only interact across domains, such as visual and verbal clues, but also within. Many different measures of intrinsic variability in human behavior show a type of variability that is indicative of these non-linear interactions called 1/f noise or pink noise (Kello et al., 2007). Pink noise is a type of variability that is temporally related; there are both short and long range correlations. This is opposed to the white noise that is assumed when linear statistics are used, which is the uncorrelated, random variation around a mean. Gilden (2001) showed non-linear, interaction-dominant dynamics, to govern behavior in a wide variety of tasks, from visual search to lexical decision.

Where white noise is associated with random behavior and does not show correlation between measurements, brown noise is associated with over-regular behavior, and shows very strong dependence between measurements. Pink noise can be found in between white noise and brown noise, between over-random and over-regular, and can be observed when there is a balance between the two (Gabbay, 2010). Rigid, over-regular control only works in a very predictable environment, but fails when the environment becomes less predictable; over-random performance allows for flexible behavior, but cannot take advantage of the predictable features of the environment. A system that is in balance between white and brown noise thus allows for an “optimal combination between stability and flexibility in control” (Van Orden et al., 2009, p. 30). Interaction-dominant dynamics thus offer an explanation for the soft assembled, context sensitive nature of cognition and language processing.

There is plenty of proof that cognition and language use are governed by interaction-dominant dynamics that produce this correlated pattern of variability. Response times series, which are widely used in psycholinguistics as evidence for models of lexical processing, categorization and decision making, elicit a pattern of variability that is not random but shows pink noise, e.g., lexical decision (Gilden, 1997), visual search (Gilden, 2001), simple reaction times (Van Orden et al., 2003), and word naming (Van Orden et al., 2003; Wijnants et al., 2012; Lowe et al., 2014). An example is a study by Van Orden et al. (2003), where participants took part in a simple reaction time experiment and a word naming experiment. The simple reaction time experiment required participants to repeat /ta/ into a microphone every time a signal to respond (########) appeared on the screen. This simple reaction time experiment consisted of 1,100 trials and yielded spectral slopes ranging from −1.00 to −0.30, with a mean of −0.66. This is consistent with the scaling exponent of pink noise. The word naming task, which is more representative of actual language use than the simple reaction time experiment, consisted of 1,100 monosyllabic words in a unique random order. Spectral analyses generated spectral slopes ranging from −0.49 to −0.14, with a mean of −0.29, that were found to be consistent with pink noise (and reliably different from slopes generated by the same randomized data). Van Orden et al. (2003) posit that the difference found in the steepness of slopes can be explained by random word properties decorrelating the dependency relation between the sequence of responses over time in the naming task. A noise signal that shows fewer long-term correlations is closer to random, white noise, and thus farther removed from the pink noise that is associated with optimal coordination of subsystems involved in processing. Another study that finds clear pink noise in a language production task is Kello et al. (2008) in analyzing the acoustic signal of 1.100 repetitions of the word “bucket.” Variability in the acoustic measurements was found to show near
ideal 1/f scaling of 1.06, a scaling typically associated with a
system that is near a critical state (Kello et al., 2008).

A critical state is a state in the system that allows for two
opposing options in behavior. In order for this balance between
different options to be maintained, critical states function as
attractor states. The construct that critical points are attractors
in complex systems is called self-organized criticality (SOC),
(Bak et al., 1987). There is evidence that pink noise is a
by-product of an attractor state, since development and training
have been found to change behavior that elicits random white
noise to more pink noise (Wijnants et al., 2009). Wijnants et al.
(2009) conducted a precision aiming task where participants
had to draw lines as fast as possible between two dots that
were 24 cm. apart using their non-dominant hand. The idea
was that forcing participants to use their non-dominant hand
would induce relatively unstable and uncoordinated behavior
that would leave plenty of room for improvement. Participants
would complete five blocks of 1,100 trials with 3-min breaks
in between the blocks. The time it took to trace from one dot
to another was measured. Trace times on the early blocks were
found to be quite random and show a scaling exponent around 0,
consistent with white noise and thus irregular and uncoordinated
behavior. With practice, the trace times of the later blocks show
scaling exponents that approach −1, the scaling exponent of pink
noise (Wijnants et al., 2009). This trend toward pink noise can be
seen as attraction toward pink noise (Van Orden et al., 2009).

The idea that practice and development lead to a system being
more optimally organized and thus exhibiting pink noise has
been applied to language tasks in the L1 and L2. In a longitudinal
study carried out by Lowie et al. (2014) one very proficient subject
was tested over an extended period of time, during which the
amount of usage and exposure to the L1 and L2 was varied. After
a stay in exclusively the L1 or L2 language environment, the pink
noise scaling relation was significantly stronger for the language
recently used. This implies that after a period of exclusively using
one language, the underlying system is more stable and optimally
coordinated for that language. For a language learner not staying
in an L2 environment, speaking in the L2 may be more like
using the non-dominant hand in the tracing task mentioned
above; due to less practice, L2 usage could be relatively unstable
and uncoordinated. For participants using their L1 in their L1
environment the underlying system is expected to be stable and
optimally coordinated; however, when using the non-dominant
language in the L1 environment, there will probably be a less
optimal coordination of subsystems and hence a scaling exponent
closer to white, random variability.

**The Present Study**

The different factors involved in language processing have been
found to be numerous, and their contribution to the processing
either inconclusive or inconsistent between languages and across
individuals and different moments of testing. Therefore, rather
than looking at the exact contribution of factors involved in
language processing at any specific moment in time, it is more
useful to look at the relative contribution of factors involved in
language processing over time. Taking into account the complex, variable and adaptable nature of language processing,
the current study takes a processing perspective to look at the
relative contribution over time of two major factors (automatic
grapheme-to-phoneme conversion and attention-demanding
semantic processing) in reading out loud. The results will provide
insight in the contribution of these factors in L1 and L2 language
processing, and will provide an answer as to whether or not L1
and L2 processing are qualitatively different.

The discussion on the role of meaning in L1 and L2 language
processing thus far has been rather dichotomous. Semantic
involvement has been found to play a more limited role in
single word naming than in other experimental paradigms
such as lexical decision or picture naming. The dual route
processing models feed into this dichotomous discussion, by
allowing processing to travel along a ‘semantic’ route, or to bypass
semantics altogether. de Groot et al. (2002) found a semantic
effect for English L2 naming but not Dutch L1 naming. It has
also been suggested that semantics play a more prominent role
in naming low frequency, irregular words (Van Wijnendaele and
Brysbaert, 2002), and that this effect is stronger in an L2, which
makes sense, considering that L2 words are less frequent for L1
dominant L2 speakers. Rather than trying to answer the question
of whether or not there is any semantic involvement in L1 or L2
word naming, this study will use non-linear analyses to determine
whether the relative degree of conscious, semantic involvement
and automatic spelling-to-sound conversion processes differs
when naming in an L1 or an L2.

In order to determine whether semantic involvement plays
any role in regular word naming, two versions of a word naming
experiment were devised. One regular version in the L1 and L2,
the only instruction of which was to name the words correctly,
and as fast as possible. The other, semantic condition version
of the exact same experiment had the added instruction of the
participant being required to press a button whenever the
word appearing on the screen denoted an animal. The resulting
response time series were analyzed using spectral analysis, which
is a type of analysis that yields a slope line. The steepness of
this line gives information about the pattern of variability in the
time series; a slope line of zero indicates a random pattern of
variability, whereas a slope line of −1 indicates pink noise, or
a fractal pattern of variability. A pink noise pattern indicates
optimal coordination and a high degree of automatization in
the sub-processes contributing to a task (Van Orden et al., 2003;
Wijnants et al., 2009, 2012).

Comparing the slope statistics of standard L1 word naming
to standard L2 word naming will show if the degree of
 automatization in language processing is different in L1 and
L2 naming. Since the L1 is the dominant language for the
participants, subcomponents contributing to language output are
expected to be more tightly coupled and be more efficiently and
optimally coordinated. Therefore, slope statistics closer to the
scaling exponent of pink noise are expected in the Dutch L1
standard naming condition. The L1 and L2 semantic naming
condition are compared to gain insight into the relative degree
of automatic vs. attention-demanding semantic processing in
L1 and L2 word naming. More attention-demanding semantic
processing is expected to decorrelate the variability pattern, and
yield slopes that are closer to random variability. Of interest
is whether processing in both languages is affected to an equal degree, which will give information about the relative degree of automatic vs. attention-demanding processes in L1 and L2 word naming.

There is one other factor that will be considered in this study. Since the studies mentioned above (de Groot et al., 2002; Van Wijnen et al. 2000) have looked at semantic involvement in L1 and L2 processing both focus on L1 Dutch and L2 English, the observed differences in semantic involvement could be due to the languages under investigation rather than their L1 or L2 status. A relevant difference between Dutch and English is the orthographic depth; Dutch being a language with more transparent grapheme-to-phoneme correspondences than English could account for the language allowing more automatic spelling-to-sound conversion. In order to distinguish between a language effect or an L2 effect, the data obtained in this study will be compared to the results from an earlier study conducted by Van Orden et al. (2003) that reports on L1 English word naming data and reports spectral slopes that can be directly compared to the L1 Dutch and L2 English slope statistics collected here. Comparing the L1 Dutch naming and L2 English naming data obtained here to the Van Orden et al. (2003) data will allow us to distinguish between a language effect or an L2 effect. If the spectral slopes found for the L1 English naming condition differ from the L2 English naming data, we can conclude that this is likely due to an L2 effect. If the steepness of the spectral slopes observed in the L1 English naming data differ from the steepness of the slopes found for the L1 Dutch naming data, it is likely there is a language effect.

Analysis

The analysis used here to distinguish a fractal structure in the data (coordinated behavior) from random variation is spectral analysis. Spectral analysis can be used to look at the variation in a signal. It transforms a data series from the time domain (milliseconds) into the frequency domain (Hz) through a Fast-Fourier-Transformation (for an explanation, see Wijnants et al., 2009). Spectral analysis finds the best fitting sum of sine and cosine waves of the time series, and plots their amplitudes and frequencies on log-log scales. The resulting plot shows the relation between amplitude and frequency. To interpret whether the time series shows random variability or some structure/regularity, a line is fitted to this plot. If the slope of this line is zero this indicates random variation, while a slope of −1 indicates pink noise. An even steeper slope of −2 (brown noise) will indicate an even more regular structure of variation in the original time series.

To further determine whether the slope statistics obtained from the spectral analysis deviate reliably from white noise, the original, time-ordered data can be randomized. If the order in which the data points are collected is disturbed, finding the short and long range correlations that indicate a fractal pattern or pink noise would not make sense, and one would expect to find a zero slope line indicating an absence of correlations (and thus: dependency between succeeding data points) and random variation when analyzing the randomized data.

To conduct a spectral analysis, some preprocessing of the raw data is required (Holden, 2005). Extreme values may skew the results, so values below 100 ms and above 1,000 ms were removed. Any remaining outliers above and below 3 SDs were removed. The data was then detrended. Spectral analysis requires a number of data points that is a power of 2, so the data was then truncated to 512 data points. Data points were cut from the beginning of the time series.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants

Participants (N = 42) were students of the English Language and Culture BA program at the University of Groningen in the Netherlands. Most of them were female (F = 32, M = 10). Ages ranged from 19 to 43 years (mean 24 years, median 22 years). Participation was a course requirement. Participants were asked for information on language and academic background. All participants were native Dutch speakers with near-native English proficiency (CEFR level = C2). In the academic context, these students almost exclusively use English; all classes, assignments and course materials in this BA program are in English. The participants in this study had started learning English as a foreign language in formal education between the ages of 10 and 13 years old. Dutch is the dominant language in the Netherlands in everyday life. Even so, English acquisition may have started earlier due to the presence of the English language in the Netherlands in media, music, internet, and games (for a more elaborate discussion of the position of English in the Netherlands, see Gerritsen et al., 2016). None of the participants had reading disabilities. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Stimuli

Stimuli were 550 monosyllabic English words and 550 monosyllabic Dutch words, selected using CELEX (Baayen et al., 1995). Word length was 3, 4, or 5 letters. All words were high frequent concrete nouns with simple (CV) onsets, making them easy to pronounce. English–Dutch cognates, homographs and homophones were avoided. Each language set contained 50 words denoting an animal.

Apparatus

Stimuli were presented on a 17” monitor. Stimuli were presented using the E-Prime software (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA, United States) (Psychology Software Tools, Inc., 2006). Response times were measured up to the point where the participant would start to pronounce the word on the screen, and were recorded by E-Prime. The responses were recorded using a portable voice recorder. Error responses, where the voice key had been triggered by breathing, coughing, or swallowing noises or where it failed to record because the spoken response was too soft were excluded.

Procedure

Participants were tested individually in a soundproof room. The English and Dutch version of the experiment were conducted.
FIGURE 2 | Procedure of the presentation of targets.

consecutively. Half the participants started with the Dutch language version, the others with the English language version. Participants were randomly assigned to the standard or the semantic condition. The button that had to be pressed in the semantic condition was a red button in a black box, connected to the computer with a USB cable; button presses were not recorded. The participant sat facing a computer screen, with a microphone placed on the table in front of him. The test items appeared in black, lowercase Courier New (24 points) on a white background. The experiment started with an instruction slide informing the participant to pronounce the words appearing on the screen as quickly and accurately as possible. In the semantic condition, instructions were the same, with the added instruction to press a red button if the word appearing on the screen denoted an animal. Each target was preceded by a fixation point in the middle of the screen for 500 ms. The target would appear on the screen, and remain there for maximally 5,000 ms, or until a response was recorded. The target would remain on the screen for 300 ms after the participant had started to pronounce the word, to ensure that it was still on the screen during the pronunciation. The screen would be blank for 1,000 ms, after which the next fixation point would appear. The procedure is visually represented in Figure 2. The order of presentation of the test items was randomized automatically by the computer program for each participant. A practice block of 10 items preceded the experimental block to familiarize participants with the task requirements.

RESULTS

Means Analysis and Results

The results are summarized in Table 1. If the voice key was set off by accident or if no response was recorded within 1,000 ms, the data point was counted as an error and removed before any analyses were carried out.

The data were analyzed using a repeated measures ANOVA. Results are summarized in Table 1. Mean RTs on the Dutch sessions are faster than on the English sessions. The effect of language is found to be significant, $F_{(1,19)} = 57.363, p < 0.001$. There was no significant effect found for the semantic vs. the standard condition, and the interaction between naming condition and language was also found not to be significant.

Spectral Analysis and Results

Spectral analyses were carried out to establish whether, regardless of how fast or slow the naming performance, naming is more automatized and optimally coordinated in the L1 than in the L2, and whether the stronger role of semantics in the semantic categorization condition would lead to less reliance on automatic grapheme-to-phoneme conversion and more attention-demanding semantic processing in naming. Spectral analyses were run on all individual sessions, as well as on the aggregate data of each of the conditions.

Before the spectral analyses were carried out, the data was truncated to 512 data points. On average, 35 data points were removed from the beginning of the time series. Linear trends were removed (see Holden, 2005, p. 288) and the data were normalized.

For each of the time series, 64 frequencies were calculated. To estimate the spectral slope, a slope line was fit to 50% of the frequencies. Spectral slopes found for L1 Dutch standard naming were steepest, showing the strongest fractal pattern, ranging from $-0.58$ to $0.04$, $M = -0.38$. Spectral slopes for L2 English standard naming ranged from $-0.47$ to $0.04$, $M = -0.19$. Spectral slopes found for L1 Dutch naming in the semantic condition ranged from $-0.50$ to $0.00$, $M = -0.28$, spectral slopes for L2 English naming in the semantic condition ranged from $-0.40$ to $0.00$, $M = -0.19$. Table 2 shows the mean spectral slopes for each of the conditions.

Again, the data were analyzed using a repeated measures ANOVA. As is the case for the RTs analysis, the main effect of language was significant, $F_{(1,19)} = 13.189, p = 0.002$. In comparing the semantic vs. standard naming condition no significant effect was found for the main effect of condition; however, the interaction between naming condition and language was found to be significant, $F_{(1,19)} = 4.857, p < 0.04$, showing

| TABLE 1 | Mean RTs, SDs and percentage of errors of the naming task in Dutch (L1) and English (L2) in the standard condition and the semantic condition (SC). |
|---------|-----------------|--------|--------|--------|--------|
|         | SC L1           | SC L2  | L1     | L2     |
| RTs     | 503 ms          | 533 ms | 505 ms | 545 ms |
| SDs     | 93              | 101    | 70     | 84     |
| Errors (%) | 1.4  | 3      | 1      | 1.4    |

| TABLE 2 | Mean spectral slopes (SSs), SDs and percentage of errors of the naming task in Dutch (L1) and English (L2) in the standard condition and the semantic condition (SC). |
|---------|-----------------|--------|--------|--------|--------|
|         | SC L1           | SC L2  | L1     | L2     |
| SSs     | $-0.28$         | $-0.19$| $-0.38$| $-0.19$|
| SDs     | $-0.13$         | $-0.10$| $-0.18$| $-0.18$|
| Errors (%) | 1.4  | 3      | 1      | 1.4    |
that there was a larger decrease of the spectral slopes for L1 compared to L2. Figure 3 graphically depicts this interaction.

To test the validity of the spectral slopes found on all conditions, data was compared to randomized versions of the same data, but with the time ordered sequence of the data disrupted. Spectral slopes on all conditions were found to differ significantly from slopes fit to the randomized data. Figure 4 shows this comparison for the aggregate data of the Dutch standard naming data.

DISCUSSION: AUTOMATIZATION AND THE DEGREE OF LEXICAL INVOLVEMENT IN NAMING

The present study aimed to investigate the relative contribution of automatic processes (grapheme-to-phoneme conversion) and attention-demanding processes (semantic involvement) in L1 and L2 language production using a standard word naming task and one that required semantic categorization. Spectral analysis was used to look at the degree to which the L1 and L2 language subsystems were optimally coordinated and automatized during word naming, and the degree to which semantic processing played a role in word naming.

A fractal pattern of variability was found for both L1 Dutch and L2 English word naming. The spectral slopes found for L1 Dutch standard word naming (−0.38) were significantly steeper than the spectral slopes found for the English standard naming condition (−0.19). It is important to stress that the steepness of the spectral slopes is not related to the speed of processing; even though L2 naming is consistently slower, this does not lead to a relative difference in the steepness of spectral slopes. Speed of processing and scaling are independent of one another. As indicated, a fractal pattern of variability is associated with optimal coordination and automatization of the mental subsystems contributing to a task. The fractal structure in the L2 data shows a more decorrelated pattern closer to random variation. The stronger fractal pattern in the L1 data indicates a more optimal coordination of mental subsystems when naming L1 words than when naming L2 words. In other words, the appearance of a string of letters on the screen that correspond to an L1 word leads to a highly automatized, smooth response that is consistent with an account of automatic spelling-to-sound conversion in the L1. The same degree of automatization does not seem available in the L2.

The same naming task in the semantic condition was conducted to ensure that the processing that was being investigated was not only governed by automatic spelling-to-sound conversion, but also semantic processing. Comparing this task to the standard word naming allows us to infer the degree of semantic processing present in standard word naming; if no difference between the conditions were found, the same degree of semantic processing must already be present in standard word naming. However, the semantic categorization condition did have a differentiating effect in the L1 and L2; a comparison of the L1 standard naming condition with the L1 semantic naming condition shows a more decorrelated fractal pattern of variability in the L1 semantic naming condition (−0.38 for L1 standard naming and −0.28 for L1 semantic naming). The same effect was not found in L2 naming; both standard L2 naming and L2 semantic naming generated the same mean spectral slope of −0.19. This finding is in line with the observation that L1 naming relies more than L2 naming on automatic spelling-to-sound conversion. The semantic categorization condition would have forced more attention-demanding lexical involvement than regularly used in the reading aloud of L1 words, leading to a variability pattern that was less fractal than the one observed for L1 standard naming. If automatic spelling-to-sound conversion is less available in the L2, as suggested by de Groot et al. (2002) then semantic/lexical involvement already plays a significant part in L2 naming, and the manipulation would not have made a difference to the normal procedure of reading aloud single L2 words.

To find out whether the observed difference in slope statistics comes down to a difference between L1 and L2 processing, or between Dutch and English language processing (recall the orthographic depth hypothesis) it is useful to compare the languages in the semantic categorization condition, and to also compare these results to L1 English standard naming, as obtained by Van Orden et al. (2003)1. For easier reference, the Figure 5 combines the results obtained in the present study, and those found by Van Orden et al. (2003).

The spectral slope found for the Dutch semantic condition was less steep than the slope found in the standard naming condition, but at −0.28, it was still steeper than the spectral slope of −0.19 found for the English semantic condition. So, even if the degree of lexical involvement is manipulated for both languages, a language effect remains intact, indicating more automatized processing in the L1. However, these results do support the orthographic depth hypothesis, which classifies English as

1 No language background information is available on the Van Orden et al. (2003) English L1 speakers, so it is unknown whether they were proficient in additional languages. Without information to the contrary, it seems likely that it concerns (mostly) monolingual L1 speakers.
Figure 4: (A–C) The spectral analysis of the intact trial series of the aggregate data of the Dutch language trial series in the non-semantic condition. (D–F) The same analysis of the randomized data. (A,D) Detrended and normalized reaction time trial series of one of the Dutch participants; (B,E) simple reaction time power spectrum of the aggregate data in the Dutch standard naming condition; (C,F) power spectrum on log-log scales of the aggregate data in the Dutch standard naming condition.

Figure 5: Comparison of the mean spectral slopes of the standard and semantic naming condition in the L1 Dutch and L2 English to the mean spectral slopes of L1 English standard naming obtained by Van Orden et al. (2003).
having a deep orthography with an inconsistent spelling-to-sound correspondence that requires lexical mediation for correct pronunciation. The slope of $-0.28$ found for the L1 Dutch semantic condition corresponds almost exactly to the mean spectral slope of $-0.29$ reported by Van Orden et al. (2003) for English L1 standard word naming (Van Orden et al., 2003). The differences in the relative contribution of automatic processes (grapheme-to-phoneme conversion) and attention-demanding processes (semantic involvement) in L1 and L2 language use found in this study seem to be attributable to two different causes. The steeper slopes in L1 standard Dutch naming ($-0.38$) than in L1 standard English naming (Van Orden et al., 2003) can then be attributed to the difference in orthographic depth of the languages; Dutch having the shallower orthography, allows for more automatic spelling-to-sound conversion. However, the L2 status of English for the participants in this study did still generate an effect beyond the deeper orthography, participants using more attention-demanding processing in the L2 than the English native speakers in the Van Orden et al. (2003) study, as reflected in spectral slopes of $-0.19$.

This leads to another observation on account of the advanced L2 learners participating in the current study. Even though they do not achieve the optimal coordination of underlying subsystems when using the L2, they are adopting language processing strategies with a higher relative contribution of lexical mediation than is usual in their L1, thus adopting native-like language processing strategies, albeit less optimally organized than native speakers.

CONCLUSION

The goal of this investigation was to look at the relative contribution of automatic grapheme to phoneme conversion processes and more conscious, attention-demanding processes (lexical/semantic involvement) in L1 Dutch and L2 English word naming. As hypothesized, the relative contribution of automatic vs. attention-demanding processes in the L1 and L2 was not equivalent, even though the learners participating in this study were near-native L2 speakers. The scaling relation found for L1 naming as compared to L2 naming was closer to the scaling relation indicating automatic, optimal coordination of mental processes, probably achieved through more regular use and practice of the L1. This conclusion is in line with Lowie et al. (2014), who looked at a single native Dutch speaker who was very proficient in the L2 and regularly spent time in the L2 environment; they found steeper spectral slopes for the language that was recently used, regardless of it being the L1 or L2, and a decorrelated fractal structure for the language that was not recently used.

In addition to, and related to the relative contribution of automatic spelling-to-sound conversion, the focus of interest was the relative contribution of more attention-demanding, semantic processing. The semantic condition was found to affect patterns of variability in the L1 only, leading to the conclusion that L2 speakers rely more on lexical involvement in naming words. Even when forcing more contribution of semantic processing in the L1, the spectral slopes still indicated a higher contribution of automatic spelling-to-sound conversion processes in L1 naming than in L2 naming. We would therefore like to propose an amendment to the conclusion reached by Lemhöfer et al. (2008), who conclude that L2 processing is mainly language driven. The present findings with a group of very proficient bilinguals, would lead us to the conclusion that it is in part language driven, and determined by the language properties such as orthography of the target language. However, language use also is also user driven, determined by the bilingual language system, including factors such as frequency of use that constrain the language production process and lead to more controlled processing.

This study is not the first to find L2 processing is less automatized than L1 processing (Rodriguez-Fornells et al., 2002; Wartenburger et al., 2003; Abutalebi and Green, 2007; Green and Abutalebi, 2013). However, by looking at the relative contribution of automatic and controlled processing from an interaction-dominant perspective, it offers an explanation how and why this might be the case. From an interaction-dominant perspective, in which there is a coupling and coordination of contributing subsystems, different languages within a multilingual speaker being more or less automatized becomes explicable, and it becomes possible to examine exactly which processes contribute to making the coordination of underlying subsystems more automatic or controlled, in this case by manipulating the degree of semantic involvement in the task. The dynamic approach used here shows a quantifiable, testable way of looking into the self-organizing behavior of the language system, and how it constantly adapts, both to language specific factors such as a language's orthographic properties, and to the language user's capabilities and constraints related to the frequency of use of a language.

This differential degree of automatized and controlled processing in L1 and L2 naming has implications for how to interpret the extensive body of research into multilingualism that uses this task to look at word processing differences between languages in multilinguals. Earlier research already indicated care should be taken in interpreting evidence on word recognition that may be confounded with task-specific processing (Balota and Chumbley, 1990; de Groot et al., 2002), since for instance a lexical decision task may tap into different processing strategies than a word naming task. However, the results from the current study show that even using the same task in different languages may tap into different processing strategies. Related to this, and pointed out by Abutalebi and Green (2007), is that when the system adapts toward strategies that are most appropriate to process the L2, the entire system changes. Therefore, increasing proficiency in optimally processing the L2, and specifically L2 learners using semantic processing more in the L2 than they are used to in the L1, could change the way in which the L1 is processed as well. For the current study, this means that it would be interesting to compare the results to monolingual Dutch speakers as well, since the participants in the current study possess a language system adapted to processing an L2. Furthermore, whereas the current study shows semantic reliance to differ between languages within an individual, different individuals also differ in the degree of semantic involvement used in word naming (Woollams et al., 2016).
These results taken together indicate caution is needed when interpreting studies that are generalized over individuals, monolinguals and bilinguals, languages or tasks. If word naming in the L2 tests ‘deeper’ processing than naming in the L1, caution is needed when comparing the results of multilingual naming. When a task such as word naming is used in bilingual research, the aim is to be able to generalize about a variable that has been manipulated. The assumption is that apart from this manipulated variable, the same task in different languages is testing the same underlying processes. The (multilingual) individual’s adaptability to task, circumstance and environment is underestimated in such direct comparisons; this study suggests caution is needed when comparing cross-linguistic results of word naming tasks.
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